
Pipe and Drape Runoff (PDR)
This universal portable Pipe & Drape Runoff (PDR) 

system can extend the theatre-like appearance of 

any folding screen and Dress Kit, including Draper's 

Cinefold, Truss Cinefold, Ultimate Folding Screen, 

FocalPoint, or StageScreen. Completely freestanding 

modular system can be assembled in minutes to 

virtually any size or configuration—without tools—

giving your screens and tables a clean appearance.

Drape panels are available in 156" (396cm) or 50" (127cm) widths 

(to be reduced for fullness). Available in heights of 144" (366cm) 

or 192" (488cm), with hems top and bottom to accept horizontal 

drape supports. Choose from four fabrics in black or rich navy, all 

flame retardant: Velour, Vellite, Classic Twill, or Poly-Knit. Custom 

colors are available. Draper's Inherently Flame Retardant (IFR) 

Velour is also available.

Horizontal Drape Support—Infinitely adjustable, with preset 

positive locking stops—10' (305cm) length, with stops at 6' (183cm), 

8' (244cm) and 10' (305cm); 12' (366cm) length, with stops at 7' 

(213cm), 10' (305cm) and 12' (366cm). Attaches to uprights with 

sturdy steel hook and slot.

Slip-Lok Upright—Telescoping 2-piece uprights are infinitely 

adjustable from minimum to maximum height settings. Friction 

lock bears virtually any weight, yet has fingertip release. 

3-piece Upright—NEW! Extends from 7' (213cm) to 

17' (518cm) to quickly and easily adjust your drapery 

to the height you want with minimal effort. Uses the 

same tough construction as other Draper uprights.

Steel Bases—Sturdy and inconspicuous. Alternate 

stud positions allow for setup against a wall or in a 

corner. 3/8" x 18" x 18" (1cm x 46cm x 46cm) and 35lbs 

(16kg), or choose a lightweight base, 3/16" x 18" x 18" 

(.5cm x 46cm x 46cm) and 18lbs (8kg). Store and 

transport your steel bases and studs in our convenient 

Mobile Base Cart (NEW!) pictured at right.

Black hardware is available for quantity orders.
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Tripod Screen Skirts
Dress up your Diplomat, Diplomat/R, or Consul tripod screen with 

Tripod Skirts. All skirts are 38" (97cm) high and attach easily with hook 

and loop to the screen case. See below for fabric and color options.

AV Cart & Table Skirts
Skirts for AV carts, tables and projector stands—available in 

black (standard) or rich navy (optional). Coordinate with Pipe & 

Drape Runoffs or any folding screen Dress Kits for an integrated, 

professional look. 

Every stand and table—regardless of make, condition, even 

accessories cluttering its shelves—becomes an attractive 

component in a unified system. Three-sided skirts are available for 

easy operation of audio/video equipment on mobile tables. Every 

skirt is furnished with hook and loop for instant attachment and 

removes easily for storage, transport or cleaning.

Fabrics:

Classic Twill—12oz (340g) wrinkle-resistant polyester.  

Poly-Knit—10oz (283g) satiny polyester.  

Vellite—12oz (340g) brushed polyester with a crushed 

appearance. 

Colors

Poly-Knit and Vellite are available in black or rich navy. Classic 

Twill is also offered in black, rich navy or a variety of custom 

colors. Details available on request.AV Cart/Table Skirts shown 
in Black in Rich Navy and Black

 




